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Abstract
Recognizing similar or close meaning on different surface form is a common challenge in various Natural Language Processing and
Information Access applications. However, we identified multiple limitations in existing resources that can be used for solving the
vocabulary mismatch problem. To this end, we will propose the Diversifiable Bootstrapping algorithm that can learn paraphrase patterns
with a high lexical coverage. The algorithm works in a lightly-supervised iterative fashion, where instance and pattern acquisition
are interleaved, each using information provided by the other. By tweaking a parameter in the algorithm, resulting patterns can be
diversifiable with a specific degree one can control.
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1. Introduction
There are often many different ways of expressing the same
or similar meaning in text. For example, depending on
a context, one may use a different verb (e.g. “X killed
Y ” and “X assassinated Y ”), a different phrase (e.g. “X
is the killer of Y ” and “Y was killed by X”), or a dif-
ferent syntactic structure (e.g. “X killed Y ” and “Y was
killed byX”)1. This semantic variability phenomenon (Ro-
mano et al., 2006) is a common key challenge in various se-
mantic NLP applications, as seen in paraphrase-supported
works such as: automatic evaluation for Machine Transla-
tion (Zhou et al., 2006a; Kauchak and Barzilay, 2006; Pad
et al., 2009), automatic evaluation for Text Summarization
(Zhou et al., 2006b), Information Retrieval (Riezler et al.,
2007), Information Extraction (Romano et al., 2006), col-
location error correction (Dahlmeier and Ng, 2011).
Section 2 will motivate that it is especially important to
study the diversity aspect of a paraphrase resource, so that
one can deal with various semantic variability phenomena.
In Section 3, we will define the Diverse Paraphrase Acqui-
sition Problem which goal is to acquire phrase-level para-
phrases that have lexical diversity. Section 4 will discuss an
iterative data-driven paraphrase acquisition framework for
solving the problem. In Section 5, we will propose a novel
framework called Diversifiable Bootstrapping with which
one can build a lexically diverse paraphrase resource. In the
framework, the diversification level can be controlled by a
parameter which effect is compared in actual paraphrases
harvested in a minimal-supervision. In Section 6, we will
discuss the pros and cons of the proposed approach. Fi-
nally, we will present concluding remarks in Section 7.

2. Background
2.1. Why Diversity Matters
Romano et al. (2006) investigated a relationship between
recall in a relation extraction task and a number of manu-
ally provided extraction templates. They obtained 175 tem-

1More examples are available in (Fujita, 2005; Androutsopou-
los and Malakasiotis, 2009; Madnani and Dorr, 2010).

plates after normalizing the “syntactic variability phenom-
ena” (i.e. passive form, apposition, conjunction, set, rel-
ative clause, coordination, transparent head, co-reference),
which resulted in templates with lexical, but not syntactic,
diversity. As seen in Figure 1, the curve is steep in the re-
call range between 0 to 50%; however after 50%, the curve
is relatively gentle. It takes only 25 templates to achieve the
50% recall, but takes as many as 175 to achieve the 100%.
This suggests that a large number of lexically diverse tem-
plates is one of keys to achieving high recall in a relation
extraction task. Since extraction templates can be viewed
as “a set of non-symmetric paraphrases” (Romano et al.,
2006), it is implied that a large-scale lexically diverse para-
phrase resource would play a very important role in dealing
with the variability phenomena in text.
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Figure 1: The number of most frequent templates necessary
to reach different recall levels. We plotted this chart from
the data at Table 5 in (Romano et al., 2006).

On the other hand, syntactic diversity, as exemplified in Ta-
ble 1, also needs to be handled when processing semantics
in text.
Note that we do not claim that diversity is the single most
important factor in a paraphrase resource. Also, note that
the importance of diversity may depend on applications.
Diversified paraphrase resource would be especially useful
in recall-oriented applications such as exhaustive and com-
prehensive search of patent documents (Joho et al., 2010).
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Phenomenon Example
Passive form Y is activated by X
Apposition X activates its companion, Y
Conjunction X activates prot3 and Y
Set X activates two proteins, Y and Z
Relative clause X , which activates Y
Coordination X binds and activates Y
Transparent head X activates a fragment of Y
Co-reference X is a kinase, though it activates Y

Table 1: Syntactic variability examples for a protein-
protein interaction template “X activate Y ”, from Table 1
in (Romano et al., 2006)

2.2. Limitation of Existing Paraphrase Resources
There are many existing resources that potentially ad-
dress the vocabulary mismatch problem. To list some for
the English language, there are WordNet (Miller, 1995),
FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998), Nomlex (Macleod et al.,
1998), VerbOcean (Chklovski and Pantel, 2004), VerbNet
(Kipper et al., 2006); and automatically-learned entailment
pattern collections such as DIRT (Lin and Pantel, 2001)
and TEASE (Szpektor et al., 2004). Depending on a us-
age, these resources lack some important aspects described
as follows.

• Near-synonyms. Near-synonyms are “words that
have the same meaning but differ in lexical nuances”
(Inkpen, 2007). For example, “terminate with ex-
treme prejudice” and “kill” convey the same mean-
ing with or without euphemism. Hirst (1995) points
out there are other differences such as denotation, em-
phasis, implicature, formality, and attitude of speaker.
Moreover, they claim that true synonyms are quite
rare, “fully inter-substitutable”, and “limited mostly to
technical terms (distichous, two-ranked; groundhog,
woodchuck) and groups of words that differ only in
collocational properties, or the like”. Given this, an
ideal high-coverage paraphrase resource would sup-
port not only true synonyms but also near-synonyms.

• Polysemy. Words such as “end”2, “off”3, “hit”, and
“fix” mean to kill someone depending on a context.
A paraphrase resource could have these words as syn-
onym or related words, but blindly using them would
result in unexpected false positives.

• Domain specific terms. Words such as “slot” (used by
British Army)4, “gank” (used in online games), “187”
(California crime code used by police and gangs)5, and

2An example usage from the movie Flight Night: “I’m going
to end him, or he’s going to end me”.

3An example usage from the movie Ordinary People: “I tried
to off myself”.

4An example usage in the movie Route Irish: “You think it was
him that slotted Frankie?”

5An example usage in the movie Hollywood Homicide: “In
pursuit of possible 187 suspects”.

“72” (used by extremist Muslims)6 mean to kill some-
one or a killing, in a specific community or a domain.
Off-the-shelf language resources are usually for a gen-
eral domain. Thus there is a lack of coverage issue in
technical terms.

• Neologism. New words are not available in relatively
old dictionaries. Some examples found from an ur-
ban dictionary includes: “kevork” (from Dr. Jack
Kevorkian), “OJ” (from O.J. Simpson), and “merc”
(short for mercenary).

The issues above are important for processing natural lan-
guage texts, considering that there is an increasing need to
process untraditional colloquial texts, such as speech tran-
script, social media, email, and chat log. In addition, for
languages where linguistic resources (e.g. dictionaries, cor-
pora, tools) are scarce, it is ideal to automatically acquire
linguistic knowledge in an unsupervised or semi-supervised
fashion.

3. The Diverse Paraphrase Acquisition
Problem

Motivated by the need for lexically diverse paraphrase re-
sources in the previous section, we define a resource acqui-
sition problem in the following way.

The Diverse Paraphrase Acquisition Problem:
Given: a target concept c.
Find: a list of string S such that a string s ∈ S conveys the
same meaning as c, and that diversity of S is maximized.

The above problem definition is designed as general as pos-
sible in order to accommodate application-specific needs.
A target concept c might be represented in a way such
as a disambiguated conceptual node in a lexical network
(e.g. WordNet synset). Depending on a target object to ac-
quire, the term “string” straight-forwardly applies to word
(“kill”), phrase (“do away with”), slotted surface template
(“X killed Y ”), slotted dependency paths template with a
type restriction (“X.N : subj : V <kill> V : obj : N >
people > N :nn:Y.N”), etc.
A criterion for “the same meaning” may also vary. For ex-
ample, when learning near-synonyms introduced in Section
2.2, one may want to require s and c to have the same mean-
ing but with a different nuance. “Diversity” as well can
vary, such as diversity in lexicon, morphology, or syntactic
structure.

3.1. Extended Problem Settings
In this work’s configuration, we extend the problem defini-
tion to be operational in the following way.

• c is a binary-argument relation, represented as a set of
concrete entity mentions that can be the arguments of
the relation. For example, when the relation is about
killing, c is a set of killer-victim pairs: c = 〈〈“Mark
David Chapman”, “John Lennon”〉, 〈“Sirhan Sirhan”,

6An example usage from a jihadi Zeeshan Siddiqui’s diary: “2
others 72ed”.
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“Robert F. Kennedy”〉, . . .〉. A motivation behind this
representation is that it is easy for humans to prepare
them, and for algorithms to process.

• s is a slotted (binary-anchored) surface template,
where slot values are specific mentions of a killer and
a victim.

• The criterion for “the same meaning” is the one for
near-synonyms described in the previous section.

• We mean maximizing diversity by aiming S to have as
many different content-words as possible.

4. Bootstrapping for Paraphrase Acquisition
In this section, we will explore the bootstrapping approach
to acquiring paraphrases, and discuss the lack of lexical di-
versity issue in paraphrases acquired by a simple bootstrap-
ping implementation.

4.1. Language Acquisition by Bootstrapping
Acquiring a language resource in an automatic data-
driven approach is essential for overcoming the lack of
knowledge-base.
When it comes to language acquisition by human children,
Linguistics community use the following bootstrapping hy-
potheses to explain how they learn syntax and lexicons: lex-
ical and syntactic acquisition are “interleaved, each using
partial information provided by the other”(Siskind, 1996).
In Computational Linguistics, there is also a similar but
a different notion of bootstrapping, that is, a method
for acquiring language resources through iterative semi-
supervised processes of obtaining lexicons (often called in-
stances) and their contexts (often called extraction patterns)
(Riloff and Jones, 1999; Thelen and Riloff, 2002; Yu and
Agichtein, 2003; Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006; Komachi
and Suzuki, 2008; Carlson et al., 2010; McIntosh et al.,
2011).
Given the similarity of the above two bootstrapping no-
tions, we assumed that it is natural to model a solution to
the Diverse Paraphrase Acquisition Problem using a boot-
strapping technique7.
Let us consider one of well-known bootstrapping frame-
works, called Espresso (Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006).
Espresso is a lightly-supervised general-purpose algorithm
for acquiring instances and patterns in an iterative fashion,
which overview is illustrated in Figure 3.
The input to the algorithm is a small number (e.g. from a
few to 20 or so) of seed instances and a corpus. First, the in-
stances are used to retrieve instance-bearing sentences from
the corpus. Then the sentences are generalized into a set
of longest common substrings, which are seen as patterns.
Each pattern is assigned with a reliability score, based on
an association with the instances in the corpus. In the n-th

7Note that, although the bootstrapping method in Computa-
tional Linguistics may be inspired by the bootstrapping theory in
Linguistics, the goal of this paper is not about mimicking the exact
same way as children acquire lexicons. For instance, children start
lexical acquisition “without any prior knowledge that is specific to
the language being learned”(Siskind, 1996), whereas a small num-
ber of seed instances can be given in a bootstrapping algorithm.

iteration, top n precise patterns with the highest reliabil-
ity score are selected, and used to retrieve pattern-bearing
sentences. These sentences are applied with the patterns to
extract even more instances. The reliability score for each
instance is calculated in a similar way as the pattern relia-
bility calculation. A few hundred instances with the highest
reliability score, together with the original seed instances,
are used as the input for the next iteration. Iterations con-
tinue until one of convergence criteria is met. This way,
we can obtain patterns from instances, and instances from
patterns through iterations.

4.2. Lack of Diversification
Using our Espresso implementation given the killing seeds
from (Schlaefer et al., 2006) and a Wikipedia corpus, we
obtained a ranked list of patterns as shown in Figure 2 after
the 5-th iteration.

X , the assassin of Y
assassination of Y by X
X assassinated Y
the assassination of Y by X
of X , the assassin of Y
X assassinated Y in
X , the man who assassinated Y
Y ’s assassin, X
of Y ’s assassin X
of the assassination of Y by X
...

Figure 2: Patterns acquired by a bootstrapping method.

In Figure 2, we can clearly see the lack of lexical diver-
sity. The algorithm, in this specific example, succeeded in
finding syntactic and morphological variations of “assassi-
nate”. However, it is likely that there is a coverage issue
when used in an application such as Relation Extraction.
One possible explanation behind the lack of lexical diver-
sity issue here is that, by relying on highly precise top-n
patterns at the n-th iteration, a preference to select a new
pattern became too conservative. In the end of the first iter-
ation, only one pattern with the highest score was selected
for the next iteration (e.g. “X , the assassin of Y ”). As a
result, instances harvested at the second iteration did not
represent the expected relation (e.g. killed), but did rep-
resent more specific relation (e.g. assassinated8). Given
these instances, the same thing would have applied to the
pattern extraction in the second iteration. In this way, as
iterations went on, patterns might have got skewed toward
a small number of narrow-sense relations. In the next sec-
tion, we will discuss a solution that aims to explicitly solve
this issue.

5. Diversifiable Bootstrapping
We propose Diversifiable Bootstrapping, a lexical diversi-
fication extension to general bootstrapping language acqui-
sition methods which can potentially address the Diverse
Paraphrase Acquisition Problem.

8An assassination is a special kind of a deliberate killing act
that could happen to a prominent person.
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Ranked
Instances

Instance-bearing
sentences

Extracted
Patterns

Ranked
Patterns

Extracted
Instances

Instance-bearing
sentences

Ranked
Instances

n-th
iteration

. . .

(1) (2)

(3)

(4)(5)

(6)

(n+1)-th
iteration

(1) Retrieve sentences that contain I 3 i = 〈X = x, Y = y〉.
(2) Extract and generalize patterns, i.e. contexts of i.
(3) Score and rank patterns based on associations between P and I .
(4) Retrieve sentences that contain P .
(5) Extract instances from the retrieved sentences.
(6) Score and rank instances based on associations between P and I .

Figure 3: Overview of the Espresso algorithm. Many bootstrapping learning algorithms work more or less in the same way
as described here.

Let us use rπ(p) to denote an original score of a pattern p
that is used as a criterion for pattern ranking at each itera-
tion. The proposed diversification model generates an up-
dated score r′π(p) by taking into account a diversity score
as a linear combination:

r′π(p) = λ · rπ(p) + (1− λ) · diversity(p) (1)

The parameter λ, a real number ranging between [0,1],
is used to interpolate the original score with the diversity
score. In other words, by tweaking this parameter, patterns
to acquire can be diversifiable with a specific degree one
can control. When λ = 1, the score is unchanged from the
original: r′π(p) = rπ(p). As a smaller λ is given, the more
diversity score takes effect. Both rπ(p) and diversity(p)
should range between [0,1], so that their linear interpolation
r′π(p) also takes the same range.

5.1. Diversity function
We experimentally designed the diversity scoring function,
the second term in Eq. (1), based on the D algorithm from
Shima and Mitamura (2011) (see Algorithm 19):
The algorithm can measure the lexical diversity in a set of
patterns. Input to the D function is a set of patterns that
are sorted in the descending order with respect to the orig-
inal score rπ(p). Output from the function is a set of nu-
meric grades which represent how much a pattern is lexi-
cally novel as compared to patterns ranked higher than that.
The diversity function is given as:

diversity(pk) =
D[k]

2
· rπ(p0) (2)

where the value from the D function is normalized into the
range between [0,1]. It is also multiplied with the highest

9The algorithm notation and grade range are slightly modified
from the original one so that it fits to our problem.

Algorithm 1 D score calculation

Input: patterns p0, . . . , pn
Output: D array indexed by 1 . . . n

Set history1← extractContentWords(p0)
Set history2← stemWords(history1)
D[0]← 2
for i = 1→ n do

Set W1← extractContentWords(pi)
Set W2← stemWords(W1) // stemming
if W1 = ∅ OR W1 ∩ history1 6= ∅ then
D[i]← 0 // word already seen

else
if W2 ∩ history2 6= ∅ then
D[i]← 1 // word’s root already seen

else
D[i]← 2 // unseen word

end if
history1←W1 ∪ history1
history2←W2 ∪ history2

end if
end for

original score, in order to have a comparable magnitude of
value as the first term. As a result, given p0,

r′π(p0) = λ · rπ(p0) + (1− λ) · rπ(p0) = rπ(p0).

5.2. Espresso Diversification

We calculate instance reliability rι(i) and pattern reliabil-
ity rπ(p), following the Espresso algorithm. Espresso is
unique in a sense that instances and patterns are scored in a
principled, symmetric way.
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X Y

Nathuram Godse Mahatma Gandhi
John Wilkes Booth Abraham Lincoln
Yigal Amir Yitzhak Rabin
John Bellingham Spencer Perceval
Mohammed Bouyeri Theo van Gogh
Mark David Chapman John Lennon
Dan White Mayor George Moscone
Sirhan Sirhan Robert F. Kennedy
El Sayyid Nosair Meir Kahane
Mijailo Mijailovic Anna Lindh

(a) killed

X Y

Elvis Presley heart attack
Bob Marley cancer
Richard Feynman cancer
Napoleon stomach cancer
Janis Joplin drug overdose
Ronald Reagan pneumonia
Mozart rheumatic fever
John Lennon shot dead
Marilyn Monroe drug overdose

(b) died-of

X Y

India Rajiv Gandhi
Australia Paul Keating
Vichy France Marshal Petain
United Kingdom Elizabeth II
Cuba Fidel Castro
Microsoft Bill Gates
Uganda Idi Amin

(c) was-led-by

Table 2: The exclusive list of seed instances for each relation.

rι(i) =

∑
p∈P

pmi(i, p)

maxpmi
∗ rπ(p)

|P |
(3)

rπ(p) =

∑
i∈I

pmi(i, p)

maxpmi
∗ rl(i)

|I|
(4)

Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI), originally proposed
by Church and Hanks (1990), is a statistical measure of as-
sociation between two random variables. PMI in Espresso
is calculated as follows:

pmi(i, p) = log
|x, p, y|

|x, ∗, y||∗, p, ∗|
(5)

where the notation |x, p, y| represents the frequency of p
with its slots filled with i = 〈x, y〉, and the notation ’*’ rep-
resents a wild card. maxpmi is the maximum PMI between
all combinations of P and I .
By expanding Eq. (1) with Eq. (2, 4), we can obtain the
updated pattern reliability score:

r′π(pk) = λ · rπ(pk) + (1− λ) · diversity(pk)

= λ ·

∑
i∈I

pmi(i, pk)

maxpmi
∗ rl(i)

|I|

+(1− λ) · D[k]

2
· rπ(p0). (6)

5.3. Experiment
We ran the Diversifiable Bootstrapping incorporated with
the Espresso framework in order to harvest lexically diverse

paraphrases.
As a corpus, we used Wikipedia that contains about 2.1
million articles. Since a pattern is found from within a
sentence, but not across adjacent sentences, the corpus is
preprocessed with a sentence segmenter, where 43 million
sentences were annotated in total. The seed instances from
Schlaefer et al. (2006) are shown in Table 2.
The acquired patterns are shown in Table 3. These results
are sorted in the descending order with respect to the up-
dated reliability score r′π(p). The values were chosen to
represent different levels of diversification (where the orig-
inal bootstrapping results without diversification are ob-
tained when λ = 1). Notice that patterns became more
diverse as a smaller λ value was given. We do not claim
these are optimal values, or a smaller λ value is better.

6. Discussion
6.1. Reviewing the limitations of existing resources
Limitations of existing paraphrase resources presented in
Section 2.2 would be addressed by the Diversifiable Boot-
strapping method in the following reasons.

• Near-synonyms. The proposed method explicitly fa-
vors a paraphrase candidate that is lexically differ-
ent from other selected paraphrases. Therefore, the
method is cable of acquiring near-synonyms.

• Polysemy. Ambiguous patterns with multiple possi-
ble meanings would cause a semantic drift problem
as iteration proceeds in a bootstrapping method. One
can avoid mixing ambiguous and less ambiguous para-
phrases if a proper semantic drift prevention method,
e.g. Mutual Exclusion (McIntosh and Curran, 2008),
is implemented.
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λ = 1.0 λ = 0.7 λ = 0.3

X , the assassin of Y X , the assassin of Y X , the assassin of Y
assassination of Y by X X assassinated Y X , who killed Y
X assassinated Y assassination of Y by X Y was shot by X
the assassination of Y by X Y was shot by X X tells his version of Y
of X , the assassin of Y X , who killed Y X shoot Y
X assassinated Y in the assassination of Y by X X murdered Y
X , the man who assassinated Y X assassinated Y in Y ’s killer, X
Y ’s assassin, X X tells his version of Y Y , at the theatre after X
of Y ’s assassin X X shoot Y Y , push X to his breaking point
of the assassination of Y by X X murdered Y X assassinated Y
X shot and killed Y Y ’s killer, X assassination of Y by X
Y was assassinated by X Y , at the theatre after X X to assassinate Y
named X assassinated Y Y , push X to his breaking point X kills Y
Y was shot by X X to assassinate Y of X shooting Y
X to assassinate Y of X , the assassin of Y X assassinated Y in

(a) killed

λ = 1.0 λ = 0.7 λ = 0.3

X died of Y X died of Y in X died of Y in
X died of Y in X died of Y X’s death from Y
X died of Y on X’s death from Y X passed away from Y
X died of lung Y X passed away from Y Y of X , news
X died of lung Y in Y of X , news Y of X , a former
X died of lung Y on Y of X , a former that X was suffering from Y
X died of Y in the that X was suffering from Y the suspected Y of X
X died of Y at the suspected Y of X X succumbed to lung Y
X died of stomach Y X to breast Y in X to breast Y in
X died of natural Y X was diagnosed with ovarian Y X was diagnosed with ovarian Y
X died of breast Y in X dies of Y X dies of Y
X died of a Y X was dying of Y X was dying of Y
X died of Y in his X died of lung Y X died of Y
X passed away from Y X died of Y on X’s death from Y in
X died of a Y in X died of lung Y in X died of lung Y

(b) died-of

λ = 1.0 λ = 0.7 λ = 0.3

Y came to power in X in Y came to power in X Y came to power in X in
Y came to power in X Y to power in X regime of Y in X
Y to power in X regime of Y in X X’s dictator Y
Y came to power in X in the Y came to power in X in Y became chancellor of X
when Y came to power in X in Y to power in X in X’s president Y
when Y came to power in X Y became chancellor of X the rise of Y in X
Y took power in X the rise of Y in X X’s leader Y
Y rose to power in X X’s dictator Y Y , who ruled X
after Y came to power in X X’s president Y Y took control of X
Y became chancellor of X Y took control of X government of Y in X
Y came to power in X and Y , who ruled X X , led by Y
Y seized power in X Y ’s success and X’s saviour quisling had visited Y in X
Y gained power in X Y declared that X had to flee X after Y
to power of Y in X X’s leader Y Y in X the year before
Y ’s rise to power in X government of Y in X X , under the leadership of Y

(c) was-led-by

Table 3: Top 15 (out of hundreds or thousands) ranked list of paraphrases acquired by Diversifiable Bootstrapping are
shown, after the 5th iteration. When a smaller λ was specified, the method preferred a pattern that gave more lexical
diversity. When the lexical diversification was disabled (λ = 1.0), the patterns tended to have syntactic and morphological
diversity.
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• Domain specific terms. Learning domain specific ex-
pressions can be realized by using a corpus from the
target domain. The size of a closed domain corpus
is typically smaller than an open domain one, which
may cause a risk of data-sparseness. Statistical Cor-
pus Expansion (Schlaefer, 2011) might be a potential
solution that can alleviate this risk.

• Neologism. This too can be realized by using a spe-
cialized corpus that includes recently written docu-
ments such as the ones in social media.

6.2. Comparison with MMR
In Query-Focused Text Summarization, given a query and a
long text, one has to generate a short text that is relevant to
the query and is diverse in topics. Carbonell and Goldstein
(1998) proposed the Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR)
approach where relevance and redundancy is measured sep-
arately, and linearly combined.
In Information Retrieval, Search Results Diversification
problem has been actively studied (Agrawal et al., 2009;
van Leuken et al., 2009; Rafiei et al., 2010; Santos et al.,
2011). An idea behind this problem is that, when an am-
biguous query is given, diversifying topics would improve
the chance of satisfying a user’s information need. Accord-
ing to Santos et al. (2011), “most of the existing diversifi-
cation approaches are somehow inspired” by MMR.
The proposed work in this paper is similar to MMR in a
sense that two components are separately measured and lin-
early interpolated. In the research problems above, the first
component of MMR has been calculated with respect to the
relevance to a query. However, in our problem, there is no
notion of a query. Therefore, instead of using the relevance
between query and summary candidate, or between query
and search result, we used a reliability score of a pattern.

6.3. Diversification and Semantic Drift
We have not explored the relationship between Diversifi-
able Bootstrapping and Semantic Drift; McIntosh and Cur-
ran (2009) implies that as less precise patterns are extracted
in later iterations, lexicon’s meaning start to drift. When a
low λ parameter is given, our approach allows less precise
patterns to be selected, therefore, there is a risk of seman-
tic drift. It is our future work to investigate the relationship
further, and to come up with a way to balance the trade-off.

6.4. Weakness
In this work, we used an off-the-shelf D calculation al-
gorithm from Shima and Mitamura (2011), which leaves
room for improvement. Since the algorithm is inspired by
a graded relevance judgment in Information Retrieval eval-
uation, similar simple quantification (i.e. giving a score of
0, 1, or 2) is done in D. In other words, there should be a
better way of representing diversity into a number. Another
weakness might be that a useful paraphrase of “kill” such
as “do away with” will be assigned with a score of 0, de-
pending on an implementation of content word extraction
algorithm. In addition, we did not discuss how to deal with
a paraphrase that cannot be inter-substitutable due to a syn-
tactic discrepancy e.g. “X killed Y ” and “of X shooting
Y ”. In an Information Extraction task, it would be ok to

keep such a paraphrase; however, in a paraphrase genera-
tion task, only an inter-substitutable paraphrase would be
appropriate to keep in the final list.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we defined the Diverse Paraphrase Acquisi-
tion Problem where the goal is to acquire a set of strings
that have the same meaning, and at the same time, diver-
sity among them is maximized. To this end, we proposed
the lightly-supervised data-driven approach called Diversi-
fiable Bootstrapping. The framework can be implemented
together with a bootstrapping instance-pattern learning al-
gorithm such as Espresso. Using the proposed approach,
one can potentially learn phrase-level paraphrases that are
rich in lexical diversity. The framework mitigates the risk
of missing rarely occurring expressions, which shall enable
one to build a paraphrase data that may include domain spe-
cific or neologism expressions.
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